
Automotive After Market - Successful and Well Known
Brand

Established business, 11 years with strong customer and trade
networks
Prime location, close proximity to many related commercial
businesses
Glowing customer reviews and referrals
Minimal competition in its locality
Reputable brand and excellent customer service reputation
Profitable, solid financials and long trading history
Award winning, including recent Franchise of the Year
Brilliant franchise support and system set up

 

An opportunity is available to own and operate a successful and well-
known brand within the automotive industry.

A new owner will benefit from loyal relationships with customers and
very limited competition in the vicinity, with a proven model to generate
consistent profit. Dependable procedures and processes are already in
place to step in and get started immediately.

The location boasts massive opportunity with related commercial
businesses only steps away, to continue growth and opportunities for
repeat business.

This business would be a great fit for a buyer who is hard working, has a
desire to build on an already established reputation, and is willing to take
a fresh view on the already 5-star customer service.

Choose to minimise your risk with a business model that has a proven
track record, get in touch with SOT Business Brokers today.

Contact your SOT Business Broker for more information

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and
rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Property Type Business
Property ID 17
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Office Details

SOT Business Brokering
Integrity Business Centre, 67 Howe
St Osborne Park, WA, 6017
Australia 
(08) 6478 9916
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